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What you thought you knew about Vampires and Werewolves is wrong...so very, very, wrong.A
thousand years of effort to keep the UnknownWorld hidden is unraveling and the Patriarch is tired.
Â He needs to find someone to take over.He finds Bethany Anne.Unknown, untested and untried
she sets out to accomplish the impossible while forging a new future. Â One that no one knew was
in danger.And she does it with an attitude that will make you stand up and cheer!They say a dress
can make a women, but in this case, the dress is Death, and Death Becomes Her very well
indeed.Read the series one Reviewer MistyDawn says: "I'm surprised. I thought when I read the
first book in this series, that it couldn't get better.... I was wrong. I read almost continuously, and for
the past year and a half, I haven't read a series (or even one) book that I've loved as much. With
such loyal characters, friendship, and badassery... just don't wait to start reading these. So just, just
wow."**Please note, as mentioned in a review, there is flagrantly foul language in these novels. The
main character does not have a problem with cussing, just uninspired cussing.Series
includes:Â Death Becomes Her - The Kurtherian Gambit 01Â Queen Bitch - The Kurtherian Gambit
02Â Love Lost - The Kurtherian Gambit 03Â Bite This - The Kurtherian Gambit 04Â Never Forsaken
- The Kurtherian Gambit 05Under My Heel - The Kurtherian Gambit 06Kneel or Die - The Kurtherian
Gambit 07We Will Build - The Kurtherian Gambit 08It's Hell To Choose - The Kurtherian Gambit
09Release The Dogs of War - The Kurtherian Gambit 10Sued For Peace - The Kurtherian Gambit
11Short Stories Tied in to the Main Series include:You Don't Mess with John's Cousin - Frank Kurns
Stories of the UnknownWorld 01Bitch's Night Out - Frank Kurns Stories of the UnknownWorld 02
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I liked this book for many reasons, but feel that it really needs to be seriously polished up by a good
editor. I enjoyed the characters, and especially some of the plot twists. For me, the story was a little
choppy, and the chapter headings are distracting and not really necessary. One of my pet Peeves
are 2 fold, it,s is really yards for me to rite this cents to give an examples. Author, your English
grammar, use of misspelled words, and abysmal usage of apostrophes needs to be corrected! I
wanted to love this book, but it is distracting to be reading along then bam, your instead of you're,
were's instead of the plural weres, and other typos and punctuation errors. It's like hitting a big pot
hole in a smooth road. Please take this as constructive criticism, as I really did enjoy the book. I
think you have talent and a great story here, so please get some help in editing. I will be buying the
next one in hopes that you have found someone to proofread a little before you publish. Even the
famous authors have editors correct their work. Keep writing!!!!

I just read the first 3 books in this series in 2 days, and boy does it pull you in! They remind me a lot
of Laurence Dahners Ell Donsaii series: the author has created a science fiction framework that
introduces a fantastic element in a logical and consistent way, then used that in conjunction with a
strong female main character and a series of conflicts to create a story that just rollicks along with
magnificent pacing. It's just fun to read!So don't think this is just another vampire book. Think
Indiana Jones or Star Wars. Think adventure! The fight scenes are magnificent!The author
obviously has a firm grasp of military organisation, and is able to convey business and science
related topics well. I also thought the backroom dealing was realistic.On the minus side some of the
characters do come across as rather cliched. Partly this is because there are so many characters
introduced, and they do get fleshed out a bit by occasional POV changes. I loved the Romanian girl.
I'm also glad the POV changes weren't overdone - that's usually a pet peeve of mine.From an
editing standpoint there are a few cases of misplaced semicolons (, however; instead of ; however,
for example) and there are a couple of places in each book where the wrong character name is

used (you can infer that it is not the named character talking but another). These errors are
understandable with the author writing so quickly (7 days for a book?!), and I understand he's
correcting them.Really, none of these flaws harmed the flow of the books.Be warned - while each
book is largely self-contained, various plot threads draw inexorably to the next book, and this
promises to be a long series. Some anxious waiting for the next books will occur, and I pray the
author can keep up the momentum!Don't expect great literature, but Read It! It's good! Five stars!

The story was interesting, and the main character is entertaining; albeit shallowly portrayed. The
biggest problem, however, is one that's way too common nowadays - the COMPLETE lack of
editing and proofreading. This author, as far as I can tell, did not use a single comma in his book,
had numerous hanging paragraphs and places where he obviously cut text and rewritten without
reading, resulting in incompressible prose. That's why I only rate this book average, as I've given up
on writers actually being able to write and now just hope for an interesting, if badly written, tale. The
series is entertaining, and with kindle unlimited the right price (free), so I'll finish the series. But if the
author wants to sell his material, he'd best run it through a grammar checker. Halfway through the
second, and its the same problem. I'd update this book for grammar ASAP.

I bought this without bothering with reading any of the reviews except from the cursory glance at the
star ratings, but I generally take those with a pinch of salt. The first book sucked me in and after
finishing it I immediately bought the following 5, which I have completed much to my consternation
as I now am sitting in a void as to what book(s) I pick up next while having to wait for the follow-ups.
GrrrrGreat broad spectrum of characters with an even greater leading lady. Excellent plots including
realistic development and growth of each of the main characters in their own rightHighly recommend
the series and will look at buying the complete series for my actual book shelves once it is available
in print.

There are a few pages of author's notes at the back of each of the first three books I've read.
Therein he repeatedly states that he's writing fun stories, not great literature. Much like Star Wars
isn't great cinema, but it is hella fun ... His words, or close enough.And he is exactly right, both
about Lucas' work and his own.These are superbly fun stories, combining modern paranormal, sci-fi
and military action into a cohesive whole that blasts through the imagination like Han and Chewie in
the Falcon.The author never promises technical perfection - states it right up front in each of his
books, in fact. But for me, at least, the quality of the storytelling overrides such minor concerns.Plus,

he's cranking them out at a rate of one or more books per month - and while these aren't epic
novels, they're each a few hours of very enjoyable reading.They say that quantity has a quality all
it's own. When you can get a healthy dose of both, it's worth five stars.
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